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Welcome to the 8th edition of the Digital Desh Drive by NowFloats. As we have done over 
the past 5 years, our goal was to get ‘Inside the Internet of Bharat’ and uncover (any) new 
behaviors and trends emerging around digital adoption. But there was a catch, we were 
6 months into a global pandemic and the related socio-economic crisis it created. The 
nature of the crisis was such that ‘digital’ became an overnight necessity for everyone, 
especially the millions of Micro & Small Businesses across India. We were desperate to 
meet, measure and make sense of the ‘Digital Oxygen Levels’ of these businesses in the 
times of COVID-19.

So we did what comes naturally to us. We drove out. Across the state of Uttarakhand to 
understand the impact and to see, first-hand the stress and the possible new behaviours 
that have emerged due to COVID-19. We, obviously, took all the precautions and came 
back with positive stories of aspiration, adoption and change. And fortunately, none in 
the team was COVID-19 positive.

We hope you find that one insight or story you deeply connect to, where you believe you 
can contribute, participate or even lead an intervention. If you can’t, don’t worry, we are 
in constant pursuit of putting this great country in touch with itself. Join us on the drives 
until you find your story. 

Thank You, 

Jasminder Singh Gulati

Foreword



Introduction

Digital Behaviours

Market Mindset & Future Trends

People as Personas

This is the 8th edition of the Digital Desh Drive. As always,  the goal was to get inside the internet of Bharat and discover new 
behaviours and trends emerging around digital adoption. But there was a caveat, we were over 6 months into a global pandemic 
and the socio-economic crisis created by it. The nature of the crisis was such that ‘Digital’ became an overnight necessity for 
everyone, especially the MSMEs. We wanted to measure and make sense out of each of their ‘Digital Responses’ and the various 
extents of it.

For this, we conducted 45 immersive sessions with MSME owners across 5 Industry Verticals in Bharat. These interactions 
were split into 2 parts: In-Person and Virtual. First, in the month of September, the team embarked on a physical drive across 
the state of Uttarakhand and spent 15 days on-ground meeting MSME owners and collecting insights. After the conclusion 
of the physical drive, over the month of October, these insights then were either validated or refuted by virtually engaging  
strategically-picked counterparts of these MSMEs owners  from other geographies of Bharat. 

This report is  divided into three sections. The first section, Digital Behaviours, brings to you macro trends, some that were 
observed for the first time and accelerated by the pandemic, and some recurring ones that we have been consistently observing 
over most of the previous drives.  The second section, Market Mindset & Future Trends, tries to segment the market into fairly 
contrasting Personas and throws light into their mindset which influences the way they look at ‘Digital’ as a contributor to their 
Business. Their ‘Digital Response’ to the socio-economic crisis induced by the pandemic is used as a significant contributor to 
the measure of their ‘Perception of Digital’. In the third section, we try to put a face to these Personas and bring to you stories 
of those MSME owners who best-represent their respective Personas. Stories that will help you empathise with them and 
understand their mindset better. This section, where you get to meet the real people behind Bharat’s MSMEs, is the essence of 
Digital Desh and what it has always stood for. It’s in these stories that you will find the inspiration to ‘Build for Bharat’. 

Hope you have an insightful and a thought provoking read!

Nikhil Salkar



Digital Behaviour Insights
Every drive, we tune ourselves to catch new emerging digital behaviours of MSMEs which are potentially trend-setting. While 
we bring these ‘NAYE’ behaviours to you, we were also on the lookout for behaviours which were recurrently observed over 
previous drives. Some of those ‘PURANE’ behaviours have appeared again, this time with their roots further deepened in the 
user. 
Interestingly COVID induced circumstances have acted as a catalyst, and not as a trigger to most of the ‘New’ behaviours. The 
behaviour formation had already started in pre-COVID times but the behaviours have solidified and become consistent over the 
pandemic.   

• The Social-led DIY Adoption by MSMEs
• Roti, Kapda, Makaan aur Hunar DIY Instagram for Business
• Business Content Creation Going DIY. Finally! 

• An Emerging Supply-Constrained Market 
• With High Willingness to Spend  
• & the Evolution of Digital Adoption 

• Beyond Payments: QR Scanner to be Bharat’s Search Box

• Bharat’s WhatsApp Hacks 

• On-Prem is very much Premising in the User’s Heart & Muscle 
Memory 

• Offline - A Feature in B2B Business 

• WebPros: An Integral Part of MSME’s Digital Adoption Process

(New)

(Recurring)



The Social led DIY Adoption 
by MSMEs 
Accelerated by COVID 

Spread of Market

Potential DIY users for

Content Creation is DIY via free and templatised 

Exploring DIY Ecommerce via 

Hyper-Local Local
Beyond Local

Primary Usecase: Product/Service Discovery
Primary Usecase: Existing 
Customer Engagement

Secondary Usecase: Presence

Secondary Usecase: Brand Management

Primary Usecase: Business Discovery

Secondary Usecase: Commerce
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Roti, Kapda, Makaan aur Hunar DIY Instagram for Business

नए

Instagram has finally gone mainstream for businesses in Bharat to solve discovery leading to commerce. 
Roti (Restaurants), Kapda (Fashion), Makaan (Accommodation) and Hunar (Art), businesses which have a 
strong visual appeal to the product/service offering have not just taken to Instagram but are highly engaged 
which is duly reciprocated by their consumers. It is worth noting that a majority of these businesses have 
opted for a Professional Account and DIY their way into leveraging all the features offered by Instagram. This 
behaviour has solidified during the pandemic due to the discovery and customer engagement on Instagram 
finally yielding into commerce.

Key Behaviour Shift:
Instagram has gradually moved from a consumption only to personal content creation to business content creation platform 
augmented by the following trends:

1. Urban counterparts acting as aspirational anchors.
2. Social Influencer community acting as nudgers.
3. WebPros offering social media management as managed services.
4. Graphical content creation being made easy by the likes of Canva.
5. The focus shifting from just getting customers to brand building. 
6. Clear, tangible ROI is further contributing to the sustainability of Instagram engagement. 

Samad’s Apparel Store Attraction Villa (GhataGhar, Dehra-Dun)    | Fredy’s Bungalow a Boutique Hotel (June 
Estate, Bhimtal) | Mohan’s Jungle Fiesta Restaurant (Kaladhungi Road, Haldwani)     | Lokesh’s Phadd Paintings 
(Solanki Talkies Road, Bhilwara)  

Behaviours



Business Content Creation is going DIY. Finally!

This type of Graphical Content for long  has been an outsourced task, but now, the emergence of sharing channels which the 
business values for ROI and access to FREE and TEMPLATIZED tools like Canva has nudged the business owner towards DIY 
content creation. A behaviour that has gotten a boost during the pandemic due to need to keep the customer engaged and 
digital being the only channel.

Graphical Content  > Textual Content
The business owner prefers to create graphical content over text , thanks to apps like Canva, the effort involved is the same and 
there is a higher and quicker sense of gratification.

Key Use Case: 
Cataloguing, Offers, New Product Announcements, Customer Delight, Greetings.

Preferred Channels for Sharing: 
WhatsApp Status Updates, WABA Broadcasts, Instagram Posts, Facebook Posts, Print Marketing. 

Samad’s Apparel  Retail Customer Engagement (GhataGhar, Dehra-Dun)  | Neeraj’s Coaching Student 
Engagement (Katgodam-Kathghariya Marg, Haldwani)    | Dr Usmani’s Facebook Posts (Mukhani Chauraha, 
Haldwani)

नएBehaviours



An Emerging Supply-Constrained Market
With High Willingness to Invest

There is a small yet significant-in-size market (~5% =  ~2M) emerging with high spending apatite  but 
equally demanding of the right solution with substantial customization. This behaviour has been significantly 
strengthened by the pandemic and there is push towards being digitally independent. 

Payment Preferences: 
They view digital as an investment and want a sense of ownership about it. Hence, prefer one-time payment 
and are comfortable paying recurring maintenance. SaaS is viewed by them as a rented solution. There is a 
willingness to pay up to Rs. 50K one-time & up to Rs. 5k on annual maintenance. 

Dinesh Yadav of Future Forum Coaching Classes (Lal Danth Bypass Road, Haldwani)

Set up a studio for YouTube content creation.
Looking for a whitelabled  online course delivery solution that allows him to replicate the nuances of classroom teaching into the 
digital world.

Mohan Rawat of Jungle Fiesta Restaurant (Kaladhungi Road, Haldwani)

Renewed his Domain name for 5 years as a reaction to losing an outsourced domain name to  non-renewal. 
Invested into a whitelabled ordering and delivery app for his restaurant.

Harpreet Singh’s Chandni Chowk Apparel Store’s Supplier (Nainital Road, Haldwani)
One of Harpreet’s suppliers from Surat has  invested in an Ordering App and distributed it among his retailers. 

नएBehaviours



An Emerging Supply-Constrained Market 
& the Evolution of Software Adoption

A Trigger + Reaction Pattern with each step towards Digital Independence 

Aggregators introduced the MSMEs to the power of technology. They did the hard job of penetration. After a certain point, MSMEs 
rebel and start looking for software solution that can fulfil the Aggregator use case. 

The trend observed is that the move to a software  is more of a counter reaction to the aggregator domination, and not a graduation. 
They tend to opt for the nearest available turn key solutions and are hence fulfilled by local WebPros. Which also means that there 
is scope for further graduation to the next ideal solution triggered by a reaction to the frictions of the turn-key solution and the 
solution provider. Some have thus moved to Distributed Software and some have jumped to Self-Served Software. 

This cycle of trigger-reaction-trigger and the increasing Digital Maturity in the process is what will move the MSME towards more 
efficient solution selection and self-served adoption and use.

Dr Usmani moved from an outsourced website development and management to adopting a distributed SaaS 
product and taking the control of the website in his own hands. (Mukhani Chauraha, Haldwani)

Mohan Rawat opted for a WebPro-provided whitelabled app for ordering and delivery triggered by the high 
margins of the aggregators and the sifting loyalty of his customers. (Kaladhungi Road, Haldwani)

नएBehaviours

Introduction to technology 
and establishing value of 
technology-solutioning to 
the user.



Hawker on a Busy Street in Dehra-Dun
Self Printed, Personal UPI VPA displayed as a QR 
code at a Kirana Store in Toli village, 1700m altitude, 
Almora District.

Beyond Payments: 
QR Scanner to be Bharat’s Search Box

Scanning QR codes is how Bharat got introduced to digital payments at large, but now the QuRiosity Code is 
poised to go mainstream beyond payments.  With this degree of acceptance and pervasiveness, QR scan can 
be the window to the internet for Bharat, just like search was for their urban counterparts. The compliance of 
contactless transactions during the pandemic has been a timely catalyst for introduction and adoption of QR 
usecases beyond payments. 

Pervasiveness: 
Not just businesses, regular users too, open up and offer their QR codes for payment collection.

Acceptance: 
In the remotest of the places where, the Googles, the PhonePes and the Paytms have not reached to plant their QR standees, 
businesses have printed out their personal QR codes and are displaying them on their storefront. Their urban counterparts still 
display their registered phone numbers.

Signs of Beyond Payments: 
Billboards, especially in the education space are displaying large QR codes.
Restaurant Menus  are being displayed as QR Codes. Although in a few places, it is a sign towards a trend.

Potential Use-cases: 
Telemedicine, E-Gov Services, Education, Hiring.

नएBehaviours



Bharat’s WhatsApp Hacks

पुराने
Over the years along all the Digital Desh Drives, we have always come across a new utilitarian business hack on 
top of WhatsApp. It all started with the fishermen from Karwar sharing pictures of fish while at sea and continued 
with the discovery of peer groups amongst farmers to helping each other with apps/solutions in Drive 3. This 
time around we bring fresh hacks from the road which are nothing less of MSMETech:

Discovery & Marketing: WA Status & Customer Groups are extensively used to broadcast new arrivals & to keep customer engaged. 

B2B Ecommerce: While apps like Udaan are helping retailers discover new suppliers &  particularly order smaller consignments, the 
relationships are being built over WhatsApp. Right after the discovery, catalogue sharing, price negotiations, relationship building, all 
happens over WhatsApp. 

New Contact Address: While we were hoping for an email id to feature in the contact info on billboards and visiting cards, wishfully 
even looking out for a professional email id, seems like its place has been taken by the WhatsApp number.

Hyper-Local Advertising Channel: Local News outlets share trending news-links into community WhatsApp groups  and monetize 
with local ads on their platforms. The latest addition to this list is a bunch of apps which are shared in relevant groups via local anchors 
and has seen considerable uptake.

A Screenshot Ledger: Sharing screenshots of digital payments has become a common practice especially due to the troubles of 
sharing the long transaction ID. The reconciliation happens at the end of the day when the accounts are settled.

Virtual Classroom & Blackboard: Tutors with small batch sizes have leveraged Students’ WhatsApp groups to the best possible extent 
especially during the lockdown. These groups have now become not just P2P learning discussion forums but also a doubt solving 
platform, where one student’s doubt solving is done in the group so that all can benefit from it.

Behaviours



‘On-Prem’ is very much Premising in the User’s Heart & Muscle Memory 
Desktop & Mobile Apps Induce the Same Emotion

On-Premise software still dominates the market in segments like Retail and Hospitality, especially with Ops  & 
Accounting. Users who have been using an On-Prem software, initially opted for it as it was the only type available 
and in the later stages continued with it due to low internet confidence. While the internet connectivity has evolved, 
the perception has not.
Another factor contributing to the path dependency is the multiple users operating the software. In the day-to-day running of a typical 
Bharat business there are multiple users involved in the same task completion. For example, the PoS is operated in a single day by 
the father/son, elder/younger brother and even at times by a trusted employee. This makes ‘On-Prem’ a functional requirement. Of-
course there is multi-user login feature with smartphone based SaaS but comprehending it is another layer of friction.

Behaviour Block:
With regards to Ops, reason for still using an On-Prem software has shifted from internet connectivity confidence to path dependency.
When is comes to accounting and book keeping, the businesses still rely heavily on either an employed or an outsourced accountant. 
These accountants have learnt their vocational skill on an On-Prem Tally, a software that is deeply rooted in the vocational education 
space in Bharat. 

This Behaviour Block is up for Leveraging!
Downloading/Installing an On-Prem software induces a sense of ownership towards the software. Added to it is the minor cosmetic 
customization (like adding the logo of the business as seen with Chandni Chowk’s PoS) that goes a long way in enforcing it further. 
Cloud & browser based applications are viewed as a rented third party service with perpetual internet dependency. With internet 
confidence already low, browsing and typing the URL to launch the application every time further reinforces the perception. Mobile/
Desktop Apps on the other hand induce the same emotion of ownership and pushes the internet dependency to the background. 
Making ‘On-Prem’ part of your cloud based product's user experience will go a long way in increasing its adoption and usage. Even 
more, accommodate a bit of cosmetic customization and their willingness to pay will go significantly higher.

पुरानेBehaviours

From a Sweet Shop in a packed marketplace (Paltan Bazaar, DehraDun) to a Multi-
Chain Restaurant (Rajpur Road, Dehra-Dun) to a Café in the hills (Mussoorie), each 
one uses an On-Prem CSAT POS system, A vintage player in this space based out of 
Noida. Each one for a different reason. 

Chandni Chowk Apparel Store still uses an On-Prem software it invested in 5 years 
back, while the vendor is from as far away as Surat. Tried a web based solution but 
dropped it quickly.

Almost everyone across the Retail segment has either an employed or outsourced 
accountant who has vocationally learnt Accounting on On-Prem Tally.



Offline - A Feature in B2B Business
The value placed on older relationships in the B2B space still dominate business development functions and engagement function. 
Although a small percentage of wholesalers have begun to explore digital avenues to expand their supplier base (through platforms 
like Udaan), a large majority still leans on word-of-mouth and older trusted relationships. 

This behaviour is also prevalent in the process of payment collections. Although, retailers have embraced digital payments, a large 
majority of B2B payments are still done via cheques, net banking or cash. What's more? Payment collections are mostly done only in 
person: The supplier must make a visit to the wholesaler and the wholesaler to the retailer to ensure that they receive their payments. 
In a few segments like apparel, same is true in the opposite order, for procurement.  As of now, no video call or phone call can 
completely replace this feature.

Behaviour Blocks:
1. The business is of trust and relationships forged over the years where in-person meeting was necessary. While a lot of ops have 

gone digital, this part of the business still remains offline by design. 
2. Bharat still remains strong on ‘touch and feel’: A core part of the purchasing process agnostic of how far the supplier is.
3. B2B trade is a classic credit line business which implies that both need to play a cash management role; it is easier to negotiate 

new dates/recover in person. 
4. Approximately 60% of the business is a ‘kuchcha’: business which requires in person cash transactions.

Each time for restocking, Harpreet travels as far as Surat from Haldwani. (Nainital Road, Haldwani)

Aman Arora has to visit each one of his retailers (sales volume agnostic) to collect payments. (Thandi  
Sadak, Haldwani)

पुरानेBehaviours



“Koi hai” vs “Kuch hai”
jo ye kaam kar sakta hai?

WebPros: An Integral Part of the Digital Adoption Process

A business’s first interaction with digital solutioning beyond listings and aggregators is still largely facilitated by WebPros. Be it 
managed website, social media management, CRM, ERPs or things as simple as a GMB listing and seller listing on an e-commerce 
platform, WebPros play the role of the solution itself.
While this has nudged businesses along their journey to digital adoption, a number of these agencies & individuals, by charging high 
fees and delivering less than satisfactory results have deterred some businesses from taking a second chance with digital, especially 
the ones who do not have pressing problems to be solved. For the ones with pressing use-cases, it is pushing them towards exploring 
self-serve.

Behaviour Block:
For businesses of Bharat and equally in India, the instinctive solution to a problem-statement is to throw people at it. 
That’s the way we are wired.  So, when a business decides to invest in Digital, it’s instinctive to either hire a WebPro or employ the 
expertise. That’s how the WebPro + Business relationship starts. Eventually, some contribute to assisted adoption, while some end 
up pushing the businesses towards self-serve, either ways contributing to the adoption process.

Mohan Bhagat: Social Media Management outsourcing experience leading to stopping it; Aggregator Margins 
leading to getting own app developed via a WebPro. (Kaladhungi Road, Haldwani)

Dr Usmani: Bad website outsourcing experience leading to Self Serve. (Mukhani Chauraha, Haldwani)

Harpreet Singh: Bad Experience with Digital Transformation leading to stopping it and now nudged by COVID 
is considering employing the expertise. (Nainital Road, Haldwani)

पुरानेBehaviours



Market Mindset & 
Future Trends
CIOVID: COVID has been the unintended CIO to the MSMEs 
nudging them towards Digital Transformation.

Retail (Non-Kirana Retail)

Education (Coaching)

Healthcare (Doctors)

Hospitality (Restaurants & Hotels)

Small Scale Industries (Arts, Crafts & Local Produce) 

Market Mindset 
& Future Trends



There is high correlation between the Mindset of the Business Owner and the type of business they choose to 
run. This Business-Type Persona further influences their perception of ‘Digital’ and how they see it contributing 
to their business. In this section we try to establish two distinct Personas for each vertical market and peel the 
layers on to understand their Mindset and what motivates them to make the choices they do.

While the impact of COVID was felt equally across the Personas, the degree of responses varied significantly. 
One set of Personas looked at Digital as a mere means of temporary survival; others leveraged the adoption to 
positively recalibrate their business aspirations. 

The Mindset Matrix 
& COVID Response
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Home Tuitions/Tutors
Functional 
Restaurants Entrepreneurial 

Doctors

Experiential Hotels
1st Gen Retailers

Coaching CentresEngaged 
SSI

MINDSET (Business Aspirations)

Pre-COVID 
Post-COVID

Specialty Restaurants

Functional Hotels

Disengaged SSIs

Traditional 
Retailers

Occupational 
Doctors



Non-Kirana Retail

Business Nature 

Aspirations

Threats

Response

Digital Maturity

Digital Solutions Need

Delivery & Adoption

Appetite to Invest

COVID Impact

COVID Digital Response

Very High (5/5), Device of access: Smartphone only

Brand building, Content creation, Digital presence, marketing & 
commerce, Sourcing, Billing, Customer engagement, Payments

Self-served, Partially employed/outsourced, Strong peer Influence, 
Positive past experience

Medium, Prefer free tools, Need based investment

Enterprising, Growth-oriented 

Building a niche brand, Expand vertically 

E-commerce, Competition, Customer retention

Focusing on building a brand & increasing market reach, Increase 
customer engagement

30% 1st Gen Retailers

Loss of revenue, Losses, Mortality

Selling over WhatsApp, Instagram, Digital payment collection

Future Trends

WhatsApp ही WhatsApp
The current recurring trend observed is that irrespective of the tools 
used for discovery and logistics, the real business of engagement 
and transactions organically regresses onto WhatsApp. Equally 
on the supply and demand side.
With this degree of pervasiveness of WhatsApp in every function 
of running the business,  it will be a natural progression for 
the solution providers to migrate on top of WhatsApp making 
WhatsApp the Marketplace (Both for Supply & Demand).

Customer 
Engagement & 
Retention via 
Statuses, Groups & 
Broadcasts

Sourcing Discovery Bot/Groups

Transactions & Negotiations

Logistics Bot

Billing & Payment

Bargaining

Catalogue scanning 

Discovery via Status/Groups

Occupational, Conservative

Preserve the brand, Incremental growth

E-commerce and 1st Gen retailers taking market share

Getting brand conscious

Low (2/5), Device of access: Desktop first

Commoditized digital presence, Billing, Sourcing, Payments  

Managed-services, Self-served/employed for Ops, Neutral peer 
influence, Negative past experience

High with higher servicing demand, High trust deficit

70% Traditional Retailers

Loss of revenue

Increased acceptance towards digital payment collection

Managed 
Services



Coaching

Business Nature
Aspirations

Threats

Response

Digital Maturity

Digital Solutions Need

Solution Delivery

Apatite to Invest

COVID Impact

COVID Digital Response

Full-time, Enterprising, Growth-oriented

Build a strong brand, expand

National Brands taking market share, Early enrolling of students into 
national brands, Teacher attrition

Invest in brand building, Competitive pricing

High (4/5), Device of Access: Laptop/Desktop first

Brand Building Digital Presence & Marketing, E-commerce, Online 
Coaching, Coaching Centre management, Student Engagement

Managed Services, High degree of customization

High on Software/Apps/Managed Services, Prefer one-time/annualized 
payment, sensitive towards revenue sharing. 

Heavy loss of revenue, losses 

Opening Online Coaching not just as a temporary channel but a business 
strategy 

15% Coaching CentresMarket Split

Managed 
Services

Part-time, Alternate income, Occupational

Incremental income increase, Sustainability

Online tutors brands, Curated digital tutor aggregators

Changing role from just teaching to a learning supervisor 

High (4/5), Device of Access: Smartphone only

Basic Online Presence, WA, Telegram for student engagement, 
Canva for content creation

Self-Served, Standardized

Extremely low, Prefer free tools, Averse to recurring payment, might 
spend in app rarely like in Canva 

Loss of revenue

Temporarily delivering tuition over free video com.  
Platforms, will be back to in-person tuitions

Students
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High Expertise Teachers/Products as 
Education Content Creators

Home Tuitions/Tutors as last mile learning 
Supervisors

Focusing on creating their own 
expertise/authority brand & content.

Currently either employed by Coaching 
Centre Brands or on Aggregator 
Platforms

Becoming an organic content- 
distribution channel focused on student’s 
personalized  learning management.
Potential Solutions: Student Lifecycle 
Management App

85% Home Tuitions/Tutors

Future Trends



Medium (3/5), Device of access: Smartphone first

Brand building digital presence & marketing, White-labled telemedicine 
platform, Patient engagement app, Clinic management, Online reputation 
management

High degree of customization, Managed-services for growth, Self-served 
for ops, Strong peer influence, Negative past experience

High on software/apps/managed-services, Prefer one-time/annualized 
payment, Sensitive towards revenue sharing 

Enterprising, Super specialized, Growth-oriented

Build a strong brand, Vertical expansion

Small yet highly competitive market, Untrained/unqualified Doctors with 
strong local brands 

Invest in brand building, Creating awareness, Competitive pricing, 
Constant patient engagement

Doctors

Business Nature
Aspirations

Threats

Response

Digital Maturity

Digital Solutions Need

Delivery & Adoption

Apatite to Invest

COVID Impact

COVID Digital Response

Loss of revenue, Potential patient attrition

Leveraging market situation to build brand & increase reach, Starting 
own telemedicine practice, Adopting e-prescriptions 

20% Entrepreneurial DoctorsMarket Split

Managed 
Services

Low (2/5), Device of access: Smartphone only

Online reputation management (Strong need and also an entry 
product), Basic commoditized hyper-local online presence, 
Aggregator listings, Tools for clinic management is a Good-to-have, 
WA 

Self-served, Standardized, Moderate peer Influence, Neutral past 
experience 

Moderate with high servicing demand, Prefer recurring small ticket 
size payments, Comfortable with revenue sharing. 

Occupational, Demand driven

Incremental income increase, Sustainability, Increase OPDs

No significant threat except for patients not perceiving the 
consultation as a time-bund service offering

Following market trends, higher affinity towards telemedicine due to 
the system controlled time-bound  nature of their offering.

Loss of revenue

Moving to telemedicine aggregator platforms, Telemedicine over 
WhatsApp

Entrepreneurial Doctors to Spearhead the 
Penetration of Telemedicine in Rural Bharat  

QR for Telemedicine?

The current trend is on building a Doctor-focused brand in not just 
the hyper local market of practice but also in the  larger geographic 
region that the marketplace town caters to. The Doctor today 
operates with a hub and spoke model with satellite clinics/OPDs 
in smaller towns/villages. 
The pandemic has nudged these Doctors to adopt telemedicine. 
They now look at telemedicine as a integral part of their practice 
and not just a temporary fix.
Simultaneously, with these Doctors becoming household names & 
internet confidence increasing in smaller towns, telemedicine is 
set to go mainstream in rural Bharat. 

QR can be the catalyst it was with tipping the adoption of digital 
payments with Telemedicine now. Especially in Bharat, where 
there is a stronger acceptance and naturalization with QR code 
transactions, probably due to the lack of path dependency. 
This pervasiveness can be leveraged for mass adoption of 
telemedicine. The key to it being a differentiable design yet not 
too different from what they are used to and a mass adoption and 
promotion from the Doctor community.
The challenge lies in separating the QR code association to an 
automatic payment transaction in the minds of the consumer.

80% Occupational Doctors

Future Trends



High (4/5), Device of Access: Smartphone first

Brand building, Content creation, Digital presence & marketing, Online 
reputation management, POS, Ops management, Customer engagement/
loyalty/commerce app, Payment collection

High degree of customization, Managed-services for growth, Self-
served/employed for ops, Strong peer influence

High on Software/Apps/Managed Services, Prefer one-time/annualized 
payment, sensitive towards revenue sharing 
 

Moderate owner involvement, Growth-oriented

Build a brand, Developing a loyal customer base, Expansion 

High margins of aggregators, Shifting customer loyalty to aggregators, 
Staff attrition  

Setting up own delivery fleet and digitally taking orders, Focusing on 
customer retention

Restaurants

Business Nature

Aspirations
Threats

Response

Digital Maturity

Digital Solutions Need

Delivery & Adoption

Apatite to Invest

COVID Impact

COVID Digital Response

Loss of revenue, Potential patient attrition

Setting up own delivery fleet and digitally taking orders, predominantly 
over WhatsApp, Some have even launched their own app (The response 
was due, COVID circumstances acted as a trigger), Digital payment 
collection

10% Experiential RestaurantsMarket Split

Low (2/5), Device of Access: Smartphone only

Basic commoditized hyper-local online presence, Online reputation 
management, POS, Order Management, Payment collection

Self-served, Neutral on peer influence & Past experience

Low, Open to revenue sharing and recurring small fee subscriptions 

Owner running day to day business

Increase footfall, Return on investment, Sustainability

Highly competitive space

Higher affinity towards aggregators 

Loss of revenue

Increased acceptance towards digital payment collection

90% Functional Restaurants
WhatsApping Food
There is a Trigger-Reaction cyclic nature of tech adoption and 
Experiential Restaurant owners reacted to the high margins of 
aggregator platforms by launching their own apps. The ones who 
couldn’t manage that, started taking orders over WhatsApp and 
passing on the aggregator margins as discounts to the customers.

With the use-case established 
with traction, the transition for 
these Restaurants to having 
their won WhatsApp Chat-
based Ordering Bot will be 
the most frictionless. The high 
degree of standardization in the 
ordering process (consumer 
conditioning already done by 
the aggregators) and SKUs 
generally being limited and not 
changing frequently will only 
add to the smoothness of the 
transition.

Another nudge in the direction 
is the scanning of QR code for 
the Restaurant Menu. 

Future Trends

Managed 
Services

Influencer 
Marketing



High (4/5), Device of access: Smartphone first

Brand building, Content creation, Digital presence & marketing, Wifi 
connectivity

Partially managed services moving towards self-served, Neutral past 
experience, Strong peer influence

Medium, Need based, Extremely sensitive to revenue sharing 

Full-time, High owner involvement, Growth-oriented

Build a niche brand, Building a loyal customer base

Flattening of the long tail, Market getting competitive

Focusing on building a niche brand, Increasing market reach

Hotels

Business Nature
Aspirations

Threats

Response

Digital Maturity

Digital Solutions Need

Delivery & Adoption

Apatite to Invest

COVID Impact

COVID Digital Response

Loss of revenue, Potential patient attrition

Leveraging market situation to build brand & increase reach, Starting 
own telemedicine practice, Adopting e-prescriptions 

80% Experiential HotelsMarket Split

Curated 
Platforms 

Influencer 
Marketing

Managed 
Services

Outsourced 
Services

Medium (3/5), Device of access: Smartphone only

Channel Manager is the most critical need, Property management 
system, Online presence & discovery is an emerging need, Wifi 
connectivity

High degree of customization, Managed-services for growth, 
Employed for ops with on-prem software, Negative past experience, 
Low peer influence

High with higher servicing demand, open to revenue sharing with 
moderate sensitivity

Owner disconnected from day to day business

Return on investment, Sustainability

Aggregators dominating their business, Being at the receiving end of 
aggregator’s customer centricity

Reactively moving towards an independent online presence with still 
a significant dependency on aggregators. 

Loss of revenue

Moving to telemedicine aggregator platforms, Telemedicine over 
WhatsApp

Long Tail to get Longer

Workation Readiness

Accommodation centred around experience is getting nicher 
and nicher.  BnBs, Homestays, Boutique Hotels/Lodges are 
emerging with each offering a unique value. Adding to it is the 
ease with which a consumer can serendipitously  discover the 
experience they are looking for. 
This can only flatten the long tail increasing the number, 
drastically reducing individual occupancy, with discovery 
happening on social platforms and commerce over WhatsApp, 
leaving the Functional Hotels to cater to a  utility based 
consumer.

There is higher degree of acknowledgement to the need of 
the guests to work during the vacation by the hotel runner, 
accelerated during the pandemic, especially in the experiential 
hotels space.
Availability of workspace and a strong internet connectivity  are 
some of the first few questions asked by the guests. A solution 
for this need is a strong entry point into this new category of 
boutique experiential hotels.

20% Functional Hotels

Managed 
Services

Future Trends



Low (1/5), Device of access: Feature phones/smartphones

First time digital adoption: solving information asymmetry, Direct market 
access, Upskilling & upgrading

Assisted-services towards self-served, Easy to use, Low  peer influence, 
No past experience

Very low, Prefers free solutions, Nudging needed to on-board, Open to 
revenue-sharing

Part-time*, Home-run, Plugged into a demand generator 

Sustainability, Craft revival, Intent to go digital (guidance needed to 
adopt digital) 

Lack of direct market access, Lack of identity, Demand-side information 
asymmetry

Exploring urban blue-collar job prospects, Plugging into middlemen, non-
for profits, distributors who take hefty share of the revenue

Art, Handicrafts & Local Produce

Business Nature
Aspirations

Threats

Response

Digital Maturity

Digital Solutions Need

Delivery & Adoption

Apatite to Invest

COVID Impact

COVID Digital Response

Heavy loss of revenue, Losses, Mortality

Nothing significant

98% Digitally DisengagedMarket Split

* Dominated by women who run the house on the side

Full-time, Demand is self-generated

Brand building, Craft revival, Contemporary fusions, Income growth

E-commerce aggregators, Middlemen margins

Adoption of social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram

Medium (3/5), Device of access: Smartphone only

Micro-branding solutions, Easy content creation apps (vernacular 
friendly), Platform tailor-made for creative arts 

Assisted  services moving to self-served, Some degree of 
customization, Low peer influence, Neutral past experience

Moderate for customized solutions, Currently using free tools, 
Sensitive towards revenue-sharing

Loss of revenue

Increased engagement with digital to sustain/expand, Online 
classes, Philanthropy for brand building promoted via social media

Rapid Movement to Basic Digital Engagement

Flattening Long Tail Demand Making Room for 
Micro-brands

Democratized Content Creation

With intent established, coupled with easier access to 
information, with the slightest nudge, the digital disengaged 
will rapidly move basic level of digital engagement. This is 
also largely because fist time digital adopters have no path 
dependency + this movement is now a matter of survival. Once 
we have there 6.6M businesses take the first step into digital, 
solution onboarding takes a natural curve. 

The creative arts/ handicraft space by design caters to a long-
tail market. 
With the demand getting more and more niche, it is making room 
for niche products. The space for digitally-native micro brands 
to thrive is getting much broader much faster.

With easy-to-use content creation tools, the ability of these small 
scale industries to solve information asymmetry is extremely 
high. Currently, we are seeing this trend through platforms like 
YouTube, Facebook and Instagram video and we expect a more 
evolved market to move to audio, textual  and graphical content 
creation and leveraging channels like Spotify, Instagram, 
Facebook, etc . Translating this predominantly vernacular 
content for an urban, geographically spread out consumer will 
be key.

2% Digitally Engaged

Future Trends

Managed 
Services



People as Personas
Putting a face to each one the Persona and bringing out 
their story helps one empathize with the user better and 
become more sensitive to the human motivations behind their 
behaviours. This section brings some of the stories of MSME 
owners we interacted with along the drive, who best represent 
their respective Personas.  

People as Personas
Putting a face to each one of the Personas and learning their stories helps one empathize with the user 
better and become more sensitive to the human motivations behind their behaviours. This section brings 
some of the stories of MSME owners we interacted with on the drive, who best represent their respective 
Personas.

Retail (Non-Kirana Retail)

Education (Coaching)

Healthcare (Doctors)

Hospitality (Restaurants & Hotels)

Small Scale Industries (Arts, Crafts & Local Produce) 



Non-Kirana RetailRetail
Elder Brother: Aman Arora

Younger Brother: Samar

Perfect User: Samad Malik

Son: Harpreet Singh

Father: Mahesh Nakra

1st Gen Retailer

Traditional Retailer



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

A lot of Accessories but not many Apps
PERSONA
25 years | 1st-Gen Entrepreneur | Aspirational Immigrant | Hustler | Entrepreneur First | Hyper-Growth Mindset

BUSINESS PROFILE
3 years | Wholesale with Retail Front | Older-Younger Brother Run | Upcoming Market Location | Rented Premises | <5 
Employees 

Aman learnt the trade as a young 18-year-old while accompanying 
his uncle on distribution drives who used to run logistics for a 
similar business. His hustle and curiosity led him into starting up 
as a distributor driving across the Kumaon region with a rented 
vehicle and eventually setting up a shop in Haldwani. Today 
he is the backbone of a multi-faceted business in the Mobile 
Accessories space with wholesale trade, a retail front and even 
super stocking for a couple of brands.

Business Outlook & Aspirations:
A classic older brother-led, younger brother-accompanied 
business, Aman handles the core backend functions of 
the business which includes everything ranging from cash 
management, wholesale business development, supplier 
relationship management, day-to-day ops and finance while his 
younger brother manages the retail front. Young but matured, he 
is driven, aspirational and extremely street smart: he is the man 
on the wheel handling a business with an annual turnover of over 
1cr! He is not stopping at this. He wants to further deepen his 
wholesale business in the Kumaon region and at some point in 
the future introduce his own brand in the local market. 

COVID Influenced Behaviours: 
Aman has not had a significant change in his business/digital 
behaviours due to COVID apart from increasing the focus on 
the distribution business due to the asset-lite nature of it. He 
has now started distributing to his fellow retailer in the same 

market where he retails himself. Both co-exist as the wholesaler 
offers wholesale price only for bulk purchases. Retail price for 
individual products/services is the same. 

Digital Behaviours:
For a business of this scale, most business ops are being 
maintained manually: accounting, credit lines, inventory, billing. 
Khatabook is being used as a backup ledger, primarily in a credit-
line run business like wholesaling and in line extensions like 
used phone reselling. Inventory management software, on the 
other hand still remains a good-to-have, mostly due to the large 
number of small value SKUs which frequently get refreshed. 
Tally (on-prem) is being used for accounting via an outsourced 
accountant, however, the behaviour of tallying accounts oneself 
is still prevalent. 
In spite of high degree on involvement in the day-to-day business 
ops, Aman prefers certain functions to be outsourced/employed: 
an accountant for billing/bookkeeping; an external Lawyer/CA 
for GST filing.

Supplier and retailer relationships are maintained offline. A must,  
according to Aman. That’s how the relationships were built. Even 
payment collections from far away retailers are done in person. 
No digital payments, phone calls, video conferencing etc. can 
replace physical interaction. An important reason why KhataBook 
for him remains just a backup ledger and not a collection solution.

“Mein KhataBook aur ledger  
dono use karta hoon. Dono ek 
dusre ke back-up ho jaate hai.”

I use both, the KhataBook app and a physical 
ledger. Each acts as a backup to the other.

Aman Arora, Arora Mobile Accessories



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

Only Social for Business
PERSONA 
20 years | Younger Brother | Digitally Savvy | High Peer Influence | Vibrant | Curious

The 20 year old Samar is the face of his family mobile and 
accessories business. The business caters to both wholesale 
and retail customers and Samar handles the retail counter. The 
backend, supplier relationships, business ops and business 
development, all is usually carried out by the older brother of the 
family. 

Digital Behaviours:
Samar is extremely savvy with B2C tech: Instagram, Facebook, 
WhatsApp, TikTok etc. WhatsApp is his CRM. Right from posting 
new products on his WhatsApp Status to engaging his customer 
and peer groups with offers and greetings. Samar may not be the 
one involved in content creation but keeps the account active. 
He accepts payments on Google Pay, PhonePe, Paytm linked to 

his account.
Billing, for now, still remains manual. The persona is such that it 
will only use those apps which deliver instant gratification and 
have an element of user delight to the transaction.
Ideal solutions for a persona like Samar are solutions that are 
utility based like a Vyapar for billing with a dash of user delight 
to it and easy to use marketing/ photo editing/ branding  tools 
with plugs into all the social channels, WhatsApp being the most 
important one of them. 
The most effective channels to reach to users like Samar is via 
his peer influence network which is heavily engaged in their 
WhatsApp groups.

Samar, Mobile Accessories Store

“Mujhe Instagram aur TikTok jaise apps zyada ache lagte hai. Woh mein 
business ke liye bhi chalata hoon.”
I like apps like Instagram and TikTok better. I use them to post new products sometimes.



Dehra-Dun, Uttarakhand

The Perfect Self-serve User! 
PERSONA 
30 years | Elder-Brother | 1st Generation Entrepreneur | Highly Ambitious | Extremely Curious | Brand Building Orientation | 
Hustler 

Samad’s father used to run a tailoring shop and that’s where he 
got orientated towards this industry. He now runs a men’s fashion 
store, “Attraction Villa” in the GhantaGhar market. 

Business Outlook & Aspirations:
While Samad wants to build a fashion retailing brand in and 
around Dehra-Dun, he is also very committed to getting into 
upstream-integration and establish a fashion manufacturing 
business. He has taken the first steps towards it and has started 
retailing shirts manufactured my him in his own shop under the 
brand ‘Gokyuzu’, which means ‘the sky’ in Turkish. 

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
A keen learner, he invested his time spent at home during the 
lockdown learning digital marketing. He installed Udemy app on 
his phone and signed up for a couple of digital marketing courses. 

Digital Behaviours:
Samad, by virtue of his high curiosity and drive has always 
searched for apps/solutions which can help him in his business. 
He is part of a few WhatsApp groups of young business owners 
and friends where they keep sharing new apps/ideas. He 
discovered Anar, a B2B invite only networking app via these 
groups and is currently exploring it. In his retail business, for 
every business use-case, he uses an app and is always on the 
lookout for newer solutions.
Sourcing: Udaan + WABA + Udaan Express. 
Motivations: He can discover newer suppliers/manufacturers & 
Udaan Express allows him to order in smaller quantities. While 
the discovery happens over Udaan, the relationship is built and 
business is conducted on WhatsApp.

Inventory Management: Like a lot of non-FMCG retailer we 
interacted over the drive, Samad too considers IM a good to 
have tool and the reward/effort ratio is not high enough to 
ensure organic adoption.
Billing: He uses Vyapar for billing and invoicing and shares 
the invoice with the customer over WhatsApp. For customers 
asking for a hard copy, he gets it printed from a neighbourhood 
shop by sharing it with him over WhatsApp.
Payment Collection: Samad uses all the major UPI apps for 
payment collection, and when they don’t work, which is quite too 
frequent for a payments application, he uses his Paytm wallet.
Online Presence: With a strong brand building orientation, he 
has a Business Account with Instagram and Facebook with high 
engagement and regular content creation. 
Motivations: He believes Instagram presence helps you build a 
strong brand and Facebook presence and engagement of users 
helps you build trust as a brand.
Content Creation: A power content creator, he uses the Canva 
app to create and manage his designs. According to him, pre-
existing templates makes creating content extremely easy and 
eliminates the dependence on a designer. 
Content Sharing: WhatsApp Status is the most used channel to 
share business promotional content. The same content is then 
syndicated onto WhatsApp groups of customers, Instagram 
Posts/Stories and Facebook posts.
Digital Marketing: This is the only space where Samad is looking 
to outsource the work and is willing to spend. He tried building his 
ecommerce website by downloading Shopify but was not able to 
complete it. His reason for building a website was to increase his 
reach to a wider audience. 

BUSINESS PROFILE
7 years | Retail with Small Manufacturing Unit | Older-Younger Brother Run | Prime Location | Rented Premises | <10 Employees

Samad Malik, Fashion 
Apparel Store

"Lockdown mein maine Udemy pe digital marketing ke courses kiye."
I downloaded Udemy during the lockdown and completed a couple of Digital Marketing courses.



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

Let down by WebPros, Nudged back by COVID
PERSONA: 
45 years | 3rd Generation Entrepreneur | Risk Averse | Brand Protective 

Chandni Chowk is one of the premium apparels retail brand of 
Haldwani located at the prime city centre. A typical family run 
business, Harpreet Singh inherited it from his father and has 
been handling the operations for 6+ years. 

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
A majority of sales take place over the counter through walk-ins 
or by old loyal customers. Over the decades, he has managed 
to build a  customer base as far as Rudrapur and Nainital (30km 
Radius). Similarly, he has maintained trusted relationships 
with regular suppliers at Surat, Ahmedabad and Jaipur. As a 
businessman, Harpreet is extremely meticulous about his label 
and collection, and prefers to travel to his suppliers every month 
to scan and choose new designs. Most of his marketing spend 
is on Ads in Print Media.

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
After a long time and nudged by the pandemic, he has begun 
to open up to digital adoption again. However, this time he does 
not want to outsource any functions and is willing to spend to 
hire an in-house digital marketing/ social media management 
team. This is due to the bad experience he had outsourcing to 
WebPros. 
On the procurement front there are positive signs of digital 
adoption. One of Harpreet’s suppliers from Surat has built an 
Ordering App and distributed it amongst his retailers. He is 
encouraging the usage by offering discounts on orders placed 
via the App over other channels.

Digital Behaviours: 
His strong 10,000 customer base has been build carefully over 
the past 30 years. News about new offers, discounts, collections 
are all communicated through WhatsApp or via bulk SMSs. 
He has been using an On-Prem ERP, RetailCore, tailored by a 
Surat based Technology Company. High path-dependency 
does not allow him to shift to a cloud solution, although he has 
tried it in the past. He finds the annual maintenance of INR 5,000 
quite reasonable. 
Payments have moved largely digital, though not contactless. 
80% taken through debit cards, 10% through Paytm and GPay 
and 10% through cash.

Digital Apprehensions: 
Harpreet is extremely apprehensive towards WebPros due 
to personal bad experiences. He was initially looking for a 
complete DIFM (Do-It-For-Me) digital transformation for his 
store and was approached by WebPros for the simplest of tasks 
like a Facebook Page management, GMB listing, seller listing on 
Amazon, domain registration. Paid 25,000 for a website in 2015, 
but found it too cumbersome to maintain it via an intermediary. 
Ended up getting enquiries but not much converted to sales. 
Stickiness was not high, hence was not able to reap the benefits 
of scale. 
As a potential digital MSME Harpreet may be one of the most 
fragile, cost conscious with high drop out possibility. Must 
be presented with must-need solutions along with credible 
guidance. 

BUSINESS PROFILE: 
60 years | Generational Business | Father-Son Run | Popular | Prime Location | Owned Premises | 5-10 Employees

Harpreet Singh, Chandni Chowk, 
Apparel Retail Store

“Digtal ka kaam dusroon ke haath mein dene ka experience bahut kharab tha. 
Abhi ya  toh khud karunga ya kisiko hire karunga.”
I had a really bad experience outsourcing the job of taking my business online. Now 
either I will do it myself or employ a team for it.



Dehra-Dun, Uttarakhand

Son Introducing Digital to the Business
PERSONA 
71 Years | 2nd Gen Entrepreneur | A Guide to his Son | Face of the Retail Business |  Old-School Wisdom | Decision Maker 

Mahesh Ji is the owner of Gogi Uniform, a wholesaler and 
manufacturer of school and industrial uniforms. He ran the 
business for a good 30 years before his son, Mayank took over 
the day-to-day operations. A few years ago, they expanded their 
product line to include school and corporate stationery, gifting 
and household items. Like a large chunk of small businesses 
in the area, they cater to both retail and wholesale customers. 
To handle the apparel business, they have tied up with local 
individual tailors in the community who work on a commission 
basis. 

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
Mayank carries out the day-to-day operations of the business 
as well as the B2B business development and relationship 
management. However, the final decision maker on business 
still remains Mahesh. They have built a sustainable business 
over the years and are quite content with the steady growth.

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
While the regular business of uniforms for schools and industries 
took a major hit, they managed to pivot quite well and used the 
same resources to manufacture PPE kits and masks. While in 
the lockdown, they got the necessary checks and approvals 

cleared and the moment the lockdown got lifted, mobilized the 
network of household tailors to learn and start producing PPE 
kits. 

With the retail business, there has been a higher acceptance 
to collecting payments digitally with an interesting behaviour 
emerging out: The collection account is linked to Mayank’s ID 
and the notifications come on his phone. Every time there is a 
digital transaction at the shop, Mahesh Ji calls his son to confirm 
the transaction. Previously this was a strong cause of friction 
towards moving to digital payments but contactless has nudged 
them over, at least for now. These kind of use-cases need to be 
addressed to ensure a wider adoption and consistent usage of 
digital payments.

Digital Behaviours: 
All accounting, billing, inventory management is on paper. They 
do not see a need to move the business ops digital. The son 
has digital orientation: he has listed the business on IndiaMart 
and is quite satisfied with the response. He is in the process of 
getting a website built via a WebPro.  

BUSINESS PROFILE 
30 years | Generational Business | Owned Premises | Prime Retail Front | Community Network of Producers

Mahesh Nakra, Gogi Uniform

“Mera to pura business kagaz pe hota tha. Abhi mera beta smartphone se kuch-kuch 
kar raha hai.”
All of my business was managed on paper (offline). My son has now started to do things on 
his smartphone. 



CoachingEducation
Coaching Centre: Dinesh Yadav's Future Forum

Tutor: Neeraj Khandpal



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

COVID Pivot
PERSONA 
38 years | First-Gen Entrepreneur | Aspirational Immigrant | Entrepreneur First | Growth Mindset | Brand Building Orientation

A 2005 IIT Delhi graduate, Dinesh Yadav has spent 15 years in the 
coaching profession and now runs Future Forum, a successful 
coaching centre in Haldwani, which prepares students for 
entrance exams to Engineering, Medical and Agriculture Colleges. 

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
The entry of big brands like Akash, FIITJEE in smaller cities like 
Haldwani has definitely posed a threat to Dinesh’s business. Such 
brands enrolling students early with their foundation courses is 
something he can’t compete with. But still, he is fighting his battle 
and doing quite a good job at it with consistently delivering the 
best results in town.
He strongly believes in focusing on building a strong brand by 
delivering the best results and providing quality content, instead 
of focusing on celebrating the teachers (himself included). He 
says, teachers and rankers will come and go, only the brand will 
remain.

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
Previously,  He used to only sell his famous test series online 
but now has started distant learning via online classes. There 
is a fundamental change in how he views business growth. He 
now believes in expanding digitally rather than opening up more 

physical centres. Online Coaching which previously used to be 
just another channel for his business, mostly due to logistical 
constraints of the students, is now a core expansion strategy.
He has invested heavily in setting up a class recording studio. 
He had a YouTube Channel on which he has doubled down after 
COVID. He now as over 400 videos with 1000+ subscribers. 
With respect to marketing, he is now being conservative and 
focusing only on those digital channels which tangibly yield into 
sales.

Digital Behaviours: 
He currently has a website which he got build via a WebPro, 
but he isn’t quite satisfied with it. Most of the digital marketing 
was outsourced over the years but now he has employed the 
expertise. He has gradually evolved from print, cable, radio 
advertising to investing in YouTube Adsense, a website and 
digital marketing. 
He migrated to ClassPlus after initially using Classpro for running 
his centre and engaging his students. He is willing to invest 
significantly in products which cater to his specific needs and 
use-cases, most significant of them: translating the nuances of 
offline teaching into online learning.

BUSINESS PROFILE 
12 years | Older-Younger Brother Run | Non-Prime Location | Rented Premeises | 250 Students | 5-10 Employees | Good 
Reputation

Dinesh Yadav, Future Forum Coaching

“Ab to business sirf digitally expand karna hai.”
Now, the only way I want to expand my business is digitally.



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

Price Sensitivity > Product Value
PERSONA 
35 years | Local | Private Tutor | Student Centric | Teacher-First 

An MSc in Computer Science, Neeraj Khandpal found his passion 
in the teaching profession after a few months of  working as a 
corporate executive. He runs a small in-house tuition centre 
and coaches  students from ages 22 to 40 to take government 
lecturer exams: NET, PGT TGT PRT.

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
Currently,  He has about 10-15 students studying with him. He 
is focussed on nurturing the next generation of teachers. On an 
average, his course duration ranges from 4-6 months  and are 
priced at Rs 3000-5000; comparatively affordable to comparable 
courses in the market which are typically priced at Rs 15000. 
He is passionate about providing economical, democratized 
education to remote areas in the region.
In fact, to work towards this very goal, he has applied for a 
government teaching job himself and is awaiting the results. 

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
Neeraj has moved to online classes post the lockdown. This has, 
however, not been without challenges: the biggest one being 
a weak internet connection in the area. (He had a new BSNL 
Gigafiber 50 Mbps, 600 GB set up. Monthly cost @ Rs.1000). 
After trying Jitsy, Zoom and Google Meet for video conferencing/
e-classrooms, he prefers Google Meet since it doesn't set a 

time cap on the duration of a call. (Unlike the free version of 
Zoom that has a 40 min cap). he has started uploading Math 
lectures for BEd coaching on his YouTube channel to solve for 
connectivity issues. 
Although he views Edtech as a permanent solution, given the  
convenience it offers students and himself, he is apprehensive 
of its effectiveness to completely replace an offline class 
environment. 

Digital Behaviours: 
Neeraj accepts cashless payments via Phonepe, Paytm and 
GPay. He is pretty confident about the role of Edtech as the 
future of the teaching profession and is doing what he can in 
his personal capacity to incorporate it in his instruction mode 
(YouTube, Google Meet).
He uses Instagram, Facebook, Telegram and WhatsApp to 
communicate with his students and host discussion forums and 
doubt solving sessions rather than just a means of promotion. 
He creates content for these platforms using the Canva App on 
his phone. These creatives are then sent to his students who put 
them up as their WhatsApp status: currently the only marketing 
function he is performing.  

BUSINESS PROFILE 
35 years | Single Person Business | Part-Time | In-House | 15 Students

Neeraj Khandpal, Tutor

“Kuch time Zoom use karne ke baad, Google Meet pe move kiya. Zoom accha tha 
par kuch zyada hi mehnga hai.”
After initially using Zoom, I moved my classes to Google Meet. I liked Zoom but it was a bit too 
expensive for me.



Non-Kirana RetailHealthcare Entrepreneurial Doctor: Dr S. N. Usmani



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

A Doctor with PhD in Growth-hacking
PERSONA 
32 years | 1st-Gen Entrepreneur | Aspirational Immigrant | Hustler | Entrepreneur First | Hyper-Growth Mindset | Brand Building 
Orientation

Hasan Sartaj graduated from a  Private Medical College from 
Lucknow. Although hailing from Moradabad, he strategically 
identified his market and specialization. He has strong business 
acumen and grand aspirations. His street-smart marketing 
acumen is evident when he analysis the current competition ads 
and explains his differentiation: "Patient ko kya janna hai? Aapka 
Naam, Qualification,  Aap kya treat karte ho, aur apka contact. 
Simple rakho! Sabko yaad rahega." 
His entry in the market  has sparked reactions from the 
competition, but clearly, they are all playing catch-up.

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
He aspires to set up a large hospital with a research centre 
in Proctology in the next 5 years. Wants to make treatments 
affordable and bring down the price by 3/5. All efforts are 
towards that goal. He understands very well that to achieve this, 
he has to build a strong brand-identity for himself and hence, 
reinvests a significant part of his operating profits into marketing 
with keen participation in the Ad design and messaging. 

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
He leveraged the billboard and newspaper ads pricing to make 
a grand entry into the market. Kept his clinic open with the 
necessary protocols while the competition was working from 
home. 

Digital Behaviours: 
Dr Hasan has a strong growth apatite and when it came to 
launching his clinic, he opted for the most effective channel in his 
market (Kumaon Region): Print and Billboard ads. Predictability 
of ROI with print advertising and limited know-how of digital 
meant that most of his investment in marketing ended up going 
into print.
While that said, he is catching up very quickly. His strong curiosity 
and quick learning ability will be key in his digital maturity journey. 
JustDial was the only name Dr Hasan knew of when he started his 
clinic, and just dialling to their helpline started his digital journey. 
Within hours of the call, a bunch of WebPros, some  claiming to 
be from JD landed at his Clinic. Each one offered a variety of 
pricing, Dr Hasan eventually choosing the lowest one.
A positive return from this investment motivated him to further 
explore the digital marketing space, with a WebPro influencing 
the adoption and him taking it from there.  Within 6 months of 
starting the practice,  Sartaj has:
1.  A Facebook page with high engagement with regular content 
creation.
2. Had a bunch of quotes with high disparity from WebPros to 
develop his website, something that has led him to exploring it 
on his own.
3. Started exploring Instagram and Twitter to build his personal 
brand.

BUSINESS PROFILE 
<1 year old | Small Size | Relatively Prime Location | 3 Employees | Already doing ~35 OPDs/day | Also has a satellite clinic in 
Almora, a hill town, ~100km from Haldwani.

Dr. Sartaj Usmani, Dr S. N. Usmani 
Haldwani Piles Clinic

“Mujhe khud ka brand banana hai. Naam banega toh business badhega.”
I want to build a brand for myself. If my personal brand grows, so will my practice.



HospitalityHospitality Experiential Restaurant: Mohan Rawat 's Jungle Fiesta



Haldwani, Uttarakhand

Digital Weapons of Rebellion
PERSONA 
38 years | 1st-Gen Entrepreneur | Growth Mindset | Brand Building Orientation | Highly Curious | Hustler | External Exposure | 
Customer-Centric

Over the past three years, Mohan has been able to build one of the most 
popular hospitality brands in the town. He also owns another restaurant and 
a hotel in Dogaon, a township near Nainital. 
Hailing from a humble background, he graduated with a diploma in Mechanics 
and worked as an accountant for a couple of years. He also tried his hand 
at law before realizing his passion for the hospitality industry when he set 
out to build his own venture in 2017. His time in the corporate sector allowed 
him to travel globally, where he was exposed to the hospitality industry 
abroad. When he started up, he invested 15 lakhs of his own money, raised 
another 10 lakhs from his family to build the real estate setup. However, he 
didn’t want to raise external capital through debt. He hand-picked chefs 
very carefully in the first couple of months. He is extremely particular about 
the staff he hires and focusses on hiring locals. He also trains them for a 
few months before they formally join. This, along with the association of the 
brand, tends to reduce the probability of staff attrition: a common issue in 
the hospitality space. 

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
Mohan’s exposure to restaurants in Singapore is what initially gave him the 
idea to build an experiential restaurant. It also taught him the value of a 
brand: a learning he holds at his core even today. He proudly says, “I want to 
build a national build with Jungle Fiesta. People may not remember me, but 
they will definitely resonate with a brand.” 
He is deeply connected to his roots and is passionate about taking forward 
the heritage, culture and food of his native land, Kumaon. This is evident 
in his meticulous scanning and choice of the food menu, ambience and 
experience. Extremely ambitious as an entrepreneur, he aims to open one 
outlet every year. In fact, when COVID-19 set back his plans, he said he 
would open even a kiosk rather than a full-fledged restaurant; no matter 
what, business development will not stop. 

COVID Influenced Behaviours:
Initially, the business was hit by heavy losses during the lockdown. It also 
halted Mohan’s expansion plans and forced him to layoff a large part of his 
staff. However, he proactively and aggressively pursued the government 
to grant him food delivery permissions during the lockdown. Triggered by 

the high commissions of aggregators, he built a delivery app for Jungle 
Fiesta. He was extremely apprehensive of paying these heavy margins and 
chose instead to offer them as a discounts to his customers. For a business 
that got over 300+ weekly orders from these apps, this was a brave move. 
Although he is still present on these apps, he aims to move all traffic to his 
own app. He now gets 10-15 orders on his app on a weekly basis. Currently, 
to avail dine-in services, customers are required to pre-book tables on the 
app. Going forward, he wants to introduce online grocery delivery too on 
the app too. 

Digital Behaviours: 
Mohan believes in a digital-assisted approach and realizes the value of 
digitally powering every aspect of visibility and operations. He is a quick 
learner and very hands-on in the business ops. He learned Coral Draw 
himself and today, builds his own content for social media. His cousin owns 
a WebPro company in Delhi, Using his services, he built a website for the 
business back in 2018. The agency takes care of the design, maintenance, 
SEO. Mohan had initially purchased a .com domain in 2017 via the WebPro 
and paid only for a year’s subscription. When the domain expired after a year, 
he had to move to a .in domain to which he subscribed for straight 5-years. 
He is extremely put off by short-term, small value recurring payments. 

Jungle Fiesta has a Facebook for business page and is also listed JustDial. 
He uses Marg ERP for his restaurant and Fastrack (A local Property 
Management Software built by one of the vintage Hospitality Business 
Groups in the region based out of Nainital) in his hotel at Dogaon. He has 
hired a CA to take care of monthly accounts but personally uses Tally for 
salary management. 
He currently uses Cashfree as a payment gateway, recommended to him 
by his friend and prefers it since it has straightforward transaction based 
charges and no maintenance or setup fees. 
He is willing to spend INR 2,500 per month as an outsourcing fee for digital 
marketing and social media management (Ad Spend not included); functions 
that guarantee results from a sales and brand positioning standpoint. He 
firmly believes that the brand attracts sales.

BUSINESS PROFILE 
3 years | Experiential Restaurant | Non-Prime Location | Owned Premises | 10-15 Employees

Mohan Rawat, Jungle Fiesta 
Theme Restaurant

“Aggregator ko mein jo margin deta hoon, use mein mere customers ko direct 
discount ki tarah kyun na doon?”
I rather pass the margins as discount to my customers than paying it to the aggregators. 



Non-Kirana RetailSmall Scale Industries
Local Producer: Sumit Pandey

Upcoming Artist: Mahender Singh

Established Artist: B. G. Sharma

Upcoming Artist: Lokesh Joshi

Digitally Disengaged

Digitally Engaged



Toli, Almora, Uttarakhand

The Need for Trusted Guidance 
PERSONA 
36 years | Entrepreneur- First | Digitally Disengaged | Basic Brand Orientation | Low Business Acumen | Eager to Learn

Sumit Pandey is the owner of Jagnath Food Processing, a local 
family business involved in the  household production and 
processing of local juices, jams and pickles. Sumit has a B.Ed. 
degree from Delhi University and worked in the corporate setting 
for over six years till 2013. He worked as a guest lecturer in a 
college in Haldwani in 2015 before returning to his hometown to 
take over his family’s honey farming business. The 33 year old 
honey business boasts of a high quality and economical product, 
sourcing major raw materials from the local areas. They have 
a steady market in Delhi but cannot expand, since the entire 
family is involved in the honey-making process: a classic supply 
constraint, making it potentially a high-margin value product. 
Sumit’s market, essentially is an urban market, one that is willing 
to pay for an authentic, organic experience, as opposed to a 
hyper local market that demands low prices. Unfortunately, due 
to lack of organised distribution, he is left catering only to the 
later.

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
Overtime, he has expanded to other product lines. Today, he offers 
an array of organic products like Amla, Malta, Rhododendron 
pulp, pickles of Kathal, Pahadi Lehsun, Lemon and chutneys of 
Lehsun, Mirch and even an organic face-pack (which he learnt 
off YouTube)! 
He currently runs the business with his father and brother 
who maintain and supervise the quality and recipe of the 
produce. He has a makeshift retail front outside his house and 
has built relationships with retailers at Almora and Pittorgarh, 
unfortunately though, his produce gets rebranded and sold in 
those markets. Due to the visibility he has earned from travellers,  

he sometimes gets orders from as far as Delhi. But the logistics 
and business of distributing it to a market like Delhi is something 
he finds too complicated to comprehend. There is definite 
intent to expand and cater to better paying markets where his 
produce is truly valued but he is humble in his admission that 
he needs trusted guidance to navigate the business of branding 
and distribution. A clear opportunity for intervention with high 
potential impact. Currently he ships his packaged produce to a 
couple of customers in Delhi via a friend who drives a Govt. run 
bus from Almora to Delhi.
Sumit also wants to build a small self-run experiential hospitality 
business on the nearby land that his family owns. He has raised 
a loan to build the hotel.  
 
COVID Influenced Behaviours:
COVID-19 not just caused loss of revenue but due to the limited 
shelf life, he suffered spoilage of products worth Rs 30,000. 
While he knew that he could leverage digital to get his produce 
discovered, the lack of confidence in distributing it kept him from 
taking that step.

Digital Behaviours: 
Given the small scale of operations, Sumit’s entire business runs 
offline: right from business ops (cash flow management, inventory 
management, billing, accounting). He is open to investing in an 
accountant at a later stage.
Recently, he has started using GPay and PhonePe for cashless 
transactions by displaying a self-made QR Standee. He often 
browses through YouTube for recipes and new product ideas.

BUSINESS PROFILE 
5 years | Home Based Manufacturing | Family Run | Makeshift Retail Front

Sumit Pandey, Jagnath Food Processing

“Delhi jaise market mein bechne ke liye mujhe ek bharosemand partner ki 
jaroorat hai.”
To sell in markets like Delhi, I need a partner I can trust.



Bhimtal, Uttarakhand

Caught in Middle Man’s Land
PERSONA
32 years | Part-Time Artist | Basic Digital Orientation | Artist-First | Passionate about the Artform

The Aipan art is one of Uttarakhand’s most coveted art-forms, 
native to the Kumaon region. It is usually drawn by the women 
of the household to commemorate auspicious occasions and 
festivals. 
Mahender Singh is one of the few male Aipan artists in the state. 
He began learning the art at the age of five and continued to 
pursue it throughout his twenties. Today, he does Aipan as a 
part-time artist and is currently working as a history teacher in 
a local school. Like a large chunk of the youth in the state, he is 
preparing to take military entrance examinations, viewing it as a 
stable source of income and job security. 
His journey as an Aipan artist is rather interesting. He won a 
couple of competitions during his teenage years and at the time, 
made a name for himself in the local community. Soon, took up 
the art professionally and started conducting art exhibitions 
throughout the state. Unlike, the younger Gen Z artists today 
(a lot of whom showcase their work on Instagram for Business 
accounts), Mahender has built a brand for himself purely offline. 

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
Mahender has been solely dependent on non-for-profit 
organizations for market access. For the first 10 years of his 
career, he was associated with 2-3 organizations across the state 
who had a pan-India distribution network. However, due to the 

exorbitantly high margins that they cut into, Mahender decided 
to take matters into his own hands and opened a small shop in 
Bhimtal. Unfortunately due to the lack of a digital presence and 
marketing know-how, he had to shut shop in two years. Things 
took an even uglier turn when the NGOs he was associated with 
decided to shift base, completely depleting his distribution base. 
This is when Mahender decided to switch careers. Today, he 
does a few pieces a month and cater to a hyper-local market. 

Digital Behaviour: 
Mahender is well-versed with the basic digital solutions but 
needs hands-on guidance with the application of these platforms 
to increase his visibility as an Aipan artist. At his school, he has 
begun to take classes online on Zoom, interacts with his students 
on WhatsApp and has created a YouTube channel for himself. 
However, as an artist, he needs to be guided to use apps like a 
Canva for content creation, an Instagram for building a micro-
brand. 
Arts and crafts, by design, cater to long-tail demand. In a scenario 
like this, it is the value creator that needs to build a micro-brand 
for himself to increase visibility and in some case, solve for 
information asymmetry. This may be done through visual content 
(Instagram, Facebook, YouTube) or through a website presence.

Mahender Singh, Aipan Artist

“Aipan ki kalakriti mujhe bahut pasand hai. Lekin jabse yaha ka NGO band ho gaya, 
mera kaam bhi band ho gaya.”
I really like Aipan as an artform. Bust since the NGO that used to operate here has 
stopped, so has my work.



Udaipur, Rajasthan

50 years worth Word-of-Mouth
PERSONA 
62 years | 3rd Generation Artist | Part-Time Artist | Popular | Passionate about the Artform | Open to Digital 

The Pichwai, one of the most popular artforms in the country 
traces its roots back almost 500 years to the village of Nathdwara 
in Rajasthan. 

B. G. Sharma is one of the oldest, most renowned Pichwai artists 
in Udaipur. He began learning the art at the age of five from 
his father and has seen the cycle of the rise and fall of the art- 
form for decades. During the ’90s, Pichwai had gained immense 
popularity among the masses which resulted in the influx of 
hundreds of artists into the field. Seeing the value of his art fall, 
given the excess supply of artists, BG Sharma chose to adapt to 
the natural curve that most art forms follow and chose to leave 
the field in favour of a day-job. He returned a few years later 
once this cycle reversed again- towards niche artists. 

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
With over 50 years in the field, Sharma Ji gained a sizable 
following and has built a name for himself, purely through word-
of-mouth. Today he works with a single distributor based in 

Mumbai and has an established set of customers across the 
country and abroad. 
In a way, traditional word-of-mouth serves as an offline micro- 
brand for BG Sharma today- a luxury that a younger artist like 
Lokesh, who has spent far less time in the market, does not enjoy. 

COVID Influenced Behaviours: 
Sharma Ji has not seen much of a fall in sales since the lockdown, 
owing to his loyal customer base. Since the propensity to spend 
on discretionary goods has fallen, he has witnessed a drastically 
delayed cash flow. He doesn't expect payments to come in for 
another month at least. Since the impact has not been significant 
there has been no shift towards digital. He still remains open to 
the idea of it though.
Although BG Sharma’s entire CRM and logistics funnel, right from 
communication and branding to supply chain and payments 
(cash, cheque) is built offline, it has managed to stay strong 
today purely because of a two-way relationship based on trust.

B. G. Sharma, Pichwai Artist

“Lockdown ke karan 
sales mein koi drop nahi 
aaya. Iska shrey mein 
apne 50 saal se banaye 
customer base ko deta 
hoon.” 
I didn’t face any drop in sales during 
the lockdown. The credit goes to my 
strong customer base I have earned 
over the last 50 years.



Bhilwara, Rajasthan

5 months worth Tags on Instagram
PERSONA: 
32 years | 7th Generation Artist | First time Digital Adopter | Artist-First | Self Learner | Aspirational | Passionate about 
the Artform | Brand Building Orientation 

Lokesh Joshi is a Phadd-Chitra artist hailing from Bhilwara, a 
small town in the Mewar region of  Rajasthan. The Phadd art is 
one of the oldest folk artforms in the country.  Pioneered over 
700 years ago by the Joshi family, the legacy was passed down 
over generations and continues to be concentrated within this 
single family. Today, there remain a mere 3–4 practising Phadd 
artists in the country.

Business Outlook and Aspirations:
Lokesh has been practising the art for over 15 years now. He 
has, overtime managed to create a small local clientele purely 
through word-of-mouth. Additionally, through the reseller/
distributor network, he has secured a couple of clients in 
Mumbai. Just over a year ago, he stumbled upon Instagram. 
He is extremely passionate about the legacy of the art and 
aspires to revive it.   

COVID Influenced Behaviours: 
Lokesh has seen a drastic fall in sales over the year; lower 
price points.  People are hesitant to buy from non-urban 
India due to the COVID scare. He has pivoted to other Phadd 
inspired products apart from traditional Phadd paintings. He is 
looking to expand revenue lines through education workshops 
and low-value products. But, the silver lining was that he 

managed to sell 3 paintings to new buyers who discovered 
him on Instagram. Although he was present on Instagram since 
2019, he has realized the value of the application during the 
lockdown and has used it commercially, effectively leveraging 
features like hash-tagging, tagging influencers, stories, etc. 
effectively. This has also given him the confidence to make 
sales on his local WhatsApp groups. 

Digital Behaviours: 
He has begun to interact with a lot of his customers through 
WhatsApp voice messaging. Payments have shifted primarily 
to GPay.

Long tail demand of folk arts requires him to build a digitally 
native micro brand; content woven around himself as an artist 
and the art form solves the information asymmetry problem. 
The artform requires patronage: either via government 
endorsement or via private labels. The shutdown of the 
archaic supply chain has forced him to find an alternative to 
reach his customers and has managed to completely bypass 
the middleman. However, his challenge today primarily rests 
on building a sustainable consumer base via a digital-first 
medium.

“Lockdown ke dauraan meri 
sales kafi gir gayi. Lekin 
pehli baar maine Instagram 
par teen sale kiye.”

Lokesh Joshi, Phadd Chitra Artist

I faced a steep drop in my sales during 
the lockdown but for the first time I 
focused on Instagram and already have 
done 3 sales.
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